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This paper considers a dynamic model of innovations in which � rms can endog-
enously bias the direction of technological change. Both in a North–North and
North–South context, we show that, when globalization triggers an increased threat
of technological leapfrogging or imitation, � rms tend to respond to that threat by
biasing the direction of their innovations towards skilled-labor-intensive technolo-
gies. We show that this process of defensive skill-biased innovations generates an
increase in wage inequalities in both regions. We then discuss suggestive empirical
evidence of the existence of defensive skill-biased technical change. (JEL F12, O33,
J31)

The sustainability of technological competi-
tiveness, either at the � rm or the country level,
has long been a prominent issue in the theory of
development and the business literature. This
paper speci� cally investigates a mechanism of
defensive skill-biased innovation and its rela-
tionship to openness. In a nutshell, to reduce
informational leakages and spillovers which can
be freely acquired by outside competitors, and
thereby lessen the threat of imitation and tech-
nological leapfrogging, � rms have incentives to
increase the share of tacit knowledge and non-
codi� ed know-how embedded in their produc-
tion process. But they do so at the cost of a
larger share of skilled labor in their workforce.
In this context, openness, by intensifying inter-
national technological competition, triggers a race
to imitation and innovation. As a consequence,
it may induce � rms to develop innovations of a

new kind, less imitable and endogenously more
skill intensive.

This theory links trade and technical change
in an interesting fashion. In particular, it brings
about new insights into “the trade versus tech-
nology” debate about the causes of the recent
widening of the wage gap between low- and
highly educated workers in industrialized coun-
tries.1 While part of the answer has to do with a
slowdown of the supply of highly educated
workers in the 1980’s, the most popular expla-
nation points to a demand shift toward skilled
workers. Two main reasons have been put for-
ward to explain such a shift. The � rst is growing
international trade integration between ad-
vanced economies and low-wage countries
which, according to standard Heckscher-Ohlin
theory, has shifted labor demand away from
unskilled workers in high-wage economies. The
second is technological change and informa-
tional technologies which would by nature be
biased towards high-education workers. Our
theory reconciles the two explanations by argu-
ing that the latter may be a direct consequence
of the former.
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1 In the United States, the wage gap between college
education and high school education increased by about 20
percent in the 1980’s (George J. Borjas and Valerie A.
Ramey, 1994). In addition, employment of unskilled work-
ers has declined in favor of skilled workers and, in several
continental European countries, increased unemployment
for the less skilled has been widely observed (OECD, 1993).
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Again, the starting point of our analysis is the
possibility for � rms to change and in� uence the
rate of diffusion of speci� c knowledge embod-
ied in their production process. More precisely,
we argue that � rms may render their products or
technologies more immune to imitation at the
cost of reinforcing the skill intensiveness of
their production process. This phenomenon has
been highlighted in the theory of economic de-
velopment on catching-up2 and is nowadays
widely debated among � rm practitioners and in
the business literature.3 Scholars in corporate
strategy for instance speci� cally address the
issue of � nding business strategies to sustain
some competitive advantage once it has been
created. In particular, emphasis is put on the fact
that strategic decisions in companies are (and
should be) shaped by the concern of reducing
the imitation of the � rm’s core capacities (Mi-
chael E. Porter, 1985).

The economic literature has also long recog-
nized the highly intangible nature of speci� c
knowledge embodied in a product or a technol-
ogy and the fact that as such, it is dif� cult to

protect, even by legal means (Kenneth J. Arrow,
1962). This partial nonexcludability of informa-
tion generates so-called technological spillovers
and opportunities for � rms to “acquire informa-
tion created by others without paying for that
information in a market transaction” (Gene M.
Grosman and Elhanan Helpman, 1991, p. 16).
However, technological spillovers depend cru-
cially on the degree of tacitness of the speci� c
knowledge embodied in production. Indeed, for
any innovation, there is a share of speci� c in-
formation which is codi� ed in the form of (po-
tentially patentable) blueprints while the rest
remains tacit and informal. Even though that
second part cannot be legally protected, it has
the advantage of being more dif� cult to imitate
and to transfer. Conversely, well codi� ed
knowledge and routinized procedures are much
easier to learn and to be used for imitation or
further innovation.

Given that technological spillovers promote
imitation and innovation and that they are lim-
ited by knowledge tacitness,4 � rms may then
have incentives to reinforce the tacitness and
nonreplication of their technologies and reduce
the diffusion of technical information in the
economy. This can be done by complexifying
products or work organizational methods, and
by relying more on noncodi� ed workers’ know-
how.5 This last solution, in turn, requires rela-
tively more skilled workers:6 (a) either because
less codi� ed technologies require more learning
efforts to be handled (Richard R. Nelson and
Sidney G. Winter, 1977), or (b) because skilled
workers have the right cognitive capacities to
deal with complex tasks (Alice H. Amsden,
1986) and nonroutine procedures (David Autor
et al., 2001).

This paper provides a simple framework in-
corporating these aspects. We construct a dy-
namic general-equilibrium quality ladder model
in which the direction of technical progress

2 Raymond Vernon (1966) pinpoints the link between
transferability (and thus imitation threat) and the skill con-
tent of production. In his celebrated product cycle model,
“technologies are not transferred (or transferable) to LDCs
until they have matured to the point where processes have
been invented that enable the use of unskilled labor in mass
production” (Robert E. Evenson and Larry E. Westphal,
1995, p. 2261).

3 Robert B. Reich (1991, Ch. 5, p. 74) illustrates this
point vividly when he discusses the shift observed during
the 1980’s from Tayloristic, high-volume business to high-
value business:

These [high-value] businesses are pro� table both
because customers are willing to pay a premium for
goods or services that exactly meet their needs and
because these businesses cannot easily be duplicated
by high-volume competitors around the world.
While competition among high-volume producers
continues to compress pro� ts on everything that is
uniform routine and standard—that is, on anything
that can be made, reproduced, or extracted in vol-
ume almost anywhere on the globe—successful
businesses in advanced nations are moving to a
higher ground based on specially tailored products
and services. The new barrier to entry is not volume
or price; it is skill in � nding the right � t between
particular technologies and particular markets. Core
corporations no longer focus on products as such;
their business strategies increasingly center upon
specialized knowledge.

4 Quoting Evenson and Westphal (1995, p. 2256), “Ow-
ing to the tacitness of technology, substantial investments in
acquiring production capability are always required [for
LDCs] to master a new technology.”

5 On this subject, see Porter (1985), Kim B. Clark
(1988), and Jeffrey R. Williams (1992).

6 According to Amsden (1983, p. 333), “Skilled produc-
tion processes, more than most others, remain tacit rather
than codi� able in blueprints.”
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(neutral versus skill biased) is endogenous. Fol-
lowing the above discussion, informational ex-
ternalities are assumed to spread more easily for
“simple” or standard goods (i.e., goods pro-
duced with “easy-to-learn” less skill-intensive
technologies) than for “crafted” goods (i.e.,
goods produced with “harder-to-learn” skill-
intensive technologies). This aspect of knowl-
edge diffusion induces � rms to increase the
sophistication of their product or technology
and make it harder to be leapfrogged.

We use this framework to investigate the
consequences of trade integration both between
similar regions (North–North trade) and be-
tween dissimilar regions (North–South trade).
In both cases, integration triggers a process of
defensive skill-biased technical change. This, in
turn, is accompanied by a rise in skill premium
in the two integrating regions and, for some
sectors, a rise in skill intensity at the sectoral
level. The mechanism delineated here is there-
fore consistent with three main stylized facts of
the trade and wage literature, namely: (1) the
dramatic changes observed in industrialized
countries’ labor markets cannot be explained
solely by the increase in North–South trade (i.e.,
between OECD and LDCs) (Paul R. Krugman,
2000); (2) inequality between skilled and un-
skilled workers has increased in developing
countries as well as in developed economies; (3)
the rise in the wage gap between skilled and
unskilled workers is associated with a rising
skill intensity within many industries.7 A last
noticeable feature of our model is the fact that
in the case of North–South trade, defensive
skill-biased technical change is accompanied
along the transition path by an interesting
shift in the pattern of trade and specialization
of the South with skill upgrading in produc-
tion and exports, which is consistent with the

recent experience of some newly industrial-
ized countries.

The rest of the paper then brie� y discusses
some empirical evidence consistent with the
existence of defensive skill-biased innovations.
After reviewing suggestive industry case stud-
ies from the literature, we present new evidence
in line with our theory of a defensive skill-
biased innovation model using panel data for
manufacturing at the � rm level. According to
our theory, � rms more exposed to the threat of
external competition tend to bias more their
innovations toward skilled labor and to increase
their share of skilled workers. The empirical
analysis is broadly supportive of this implication.

Several recent theoretical papers have ex-
plored the relationship between trade, techno-
logical change and the skill premium.8 Our
work is directly inspired by Adrian Wood’s
(1994) informal discussion of “defensive inno-
vation,” arguing that technical change could be
biased towards skilled labor as an endogenous
reaction of developed country � rms to trade
with low-wage countries.9 However, the work
most closely related to our approach is by Daron
Acemoglu on directed technical change. Ace-
moglu (1998) develops a general theory where
the skill intensity of the workforce drives the
direction of technical change. Relying on this
theory, Acemoglu (1999) analyzes how trade
integration affects labor markets. He shows that
North–South trade may induce skill-biased
technical change, an increase in inequality in
the North and in the South without any signif-
icant changes in tradable good prices. The
mechanism highlighted in the present paper is
different from, and complementary to, Acemo-
glu’s where North–South trade integration

7 A fourth empirical fact mentioned in the literature is
that the relative price of less skilled-labor-intensive goods
has not decreased signi� cantly. However this aspect is less
clear-cut and more controversial. In particular, Robert C.
Feenstra and Gordon H. Hanson (1999) argue that more
complete price data reestablish signi� cant price movements
in agreement with standard trade theory (i.e., a continuous
decline of relative prices of low-skilled-intensive sectors
during the period 1979–1990). All of these four facts con-
� ict with the standard Heckscher-Ohlin view that the in-
crease in the skill premium is caused by increased import
competition from low-wage countries.

8 See in particular James R. Markusen and Anthony J.
Venables (1998), Elias Dinopoulos and Paul Sergestrom
(1999), Peter J. Neary (2000), Karolina Ekholm and Karen-
Helene Midelfart-Knarvik (2001), and Paolo Epifani and
Gino Gancia (2002).

9 Wood’s evidence of this phenomenon rests on sugges-
tive case studies and anecdotal evidence. Statistical support
for “defensive innovation” is also to an extent suggested by
Jeffrey D. Sachs and Howard J. Shatz’s (1994) � ndings of
faster total factor productivity growth during the 1980’s in
low-skill-intensive manufacturing sectors. See also Robert
Z. Lawrence and Matthew J. Slaughter (1993) and Edward
E. Leamer (1994) for similar observations of higher pro-
ductivity growth in low-skill rather than in high-skill
sectors.
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impacts the direction of technical change
through a short-run increase in the prices of
skill-intensive tradable goods. The mechanism
we emphasize is not price driven: Trade open-
ness triggers increased technological predation.
This induces domestic � rms to bias innovations
toward skilled labor in order to reduce the future
threat of imitation or leapfrogging. In that sense
we are closer to the mechanism of defensive
innovation whereas Acemoglu’s price-driven
mechanism is more related to the induced inno-
vation literature. Furthermore, our framework
allows us to deal with North–North trade which
is mainly where globalization has taken place
recently.

The plan of the paper is the following. Sec-
tion I presents a simple model of endogenous
defensive skill-biased innovation capturing the
trade-off between future technological predation
and costly skill-biased technologies. After ana-
lyzing the equilibrium steady states of this econ-
omy, we perform in the following sections some
comparative dynamic exercises. Section II looks
at trade integration between similar countries.
Section III considers North–South integration.
Section IV discusses the empirical evidence,
and Section V concludes. Proofs are relegated
to the Appendix.

I. A Simple Model of Defensive Skill-Biased
Innovation

We consider a continuous time model à la
Grossman and Helpman (1991) with a contin-
uum of � nal goods distributed on the interval
[0, 1]. There are three types of production fac-
tors: skilled labor and unskilled labor used in
the production of the � nal goods, and research-
speci� c labor used for innovation activities.
There is a perfect credit market.

A. Preferences and Technologies

The representative consumer is endowed
with the following intertemporal separable util-
ity function: U 5 0

1 ` ln Dt z e2 r t dt where
D t is de� ned, in a standard way, as a Cobb-
Douglas instantaneous utility function on the
continuum of � nal goods: ln Dt 5 0

1 ln ct(i) z
di. Normalizing instantaneous spending to 1 in
each period, the intertemporal maximization of
the consumer’s utility under his intertemporal

budget constraint results in the equality between
the interest rate and the discount factor r 5 r t.
The instantaneous demand for good i with price
p(i) is then given by:

(1) x~i! 5 1/p~i! .

We assume that each good i can be produced
with two types of constant elasticity of substi-
tution (CES) technologies k [ {1, s} with:

(2)

Ykt ~l, h! 5 At z X l

kD
~s 2 1!/s

1 h ~s 2 1!/s

s/~s 2 1!

using skilled labor h and unskilled labor l. The
elasticity of substitution10 between skilled and
unskilled labor is s with s . 1 and At is the
value, at date t, of a productivity parameter
which rises after each innovation. The two tech-
nologies therefore differ in their skill intensities
as indexed by k [ {1, s} with s . 1. Letting
w and q be the wages of unskilled and skilled
labor, the unit cost function of technology k [

{1, s} is Ckt ~w, q! 5
1
A t

Ck ~w, q! where:

(3) Ck ~w , q! 5 @~wk!1 2 s 1 q1 2 s#1/~1 2 s!.

We note that Cs(w, q) . C1(w, q): technol-
ogy s is always more costly to use than tech-
nology 1. In spite of its higher cost, we will
show in the following sections that some � rms
can be induced to use this technology as a result
of increased trade integration. Optimal skilled-
unskilled labor intensity for technology k is
given by:

(4)
h

l
~k! 5 X q

wD 2s

ks 2 1 for k [ $1, s%.

Hence technology s is more skill intensive
than technology 1. We denote at the fraction of
goods produced with technology 1: at therefore
summarizes at a given point of time the tech-

10 There is quite a large variation in the estimates of that
“macro” elasticity available from the empirical literature.
So far, the consensus seems to be that the mean estimate of
this elasticity is larger than 1 (Richard B. Freeman, 1986).
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nological structure of the economy. In the se-
quel, we will see how at endogenously evolves
due to the technological bias, and its economic
consequences.

B. Technological Change

There is a research sector composed of a
large number of research labs selling their in-
novations as monopoly patents to � rms in the
� nal good sector. For the moment property
rights are perfectly enforced and imitation is
impossible. Each innovation reduces the costs
of production by switching the productivity pa-
rameter from At to d2 1At with d , 1. However
we depart from a standard vertical innovation
model in two ways.

First, in line with the discussion above, we
assume that informational spillovers and knowl-
edge externalities depend on the skill intensity
of the existing leading technology. Simple
unskilled-labor-intensive technologies are more
easily copied than complex skill-intensive tech-
nologies. Conversely, skill-intensive technolo-
gies are more “tacit-knowledge” intensive and,
therefore require additional effort to be assimi-
lated directly by outside observers. More pre-
cisely, we make the contrasting assumption that
technologies of type k 5 1 are subject to in-
stantaneous informational spillovers whereas
technologies of type k 5 s do not generate any
informational spillovers. Moreover, we assume
that the next generation technology can be de-
veloped by outside competitors only if informa-
tion about the current generation has circulated
in the economy. This rather drastic but simple
speci� cation implies that type-1 technologies
can be leapfrogged by competitors while type-s
technologies cannot.

Our second departure from the standard ver-
tical innovationgrowth model is to allow for the
possibility of endogenous technical bias. Spe-
ci� cally, we consider that once an innovation is
made (necessarily with respect to technology
k 5 1), the � rm buying the patent can craft its
new technology “in house,” make it more com-
plex and increase the tacitness of its technical
knowledge and, as a consequence, increase the
skill intensity from k 5 1 to k 5 s . 1.

Technical progress is therefore neutral when
a more ef� cient technology k 5 1 replaces an
old technology of the same type. On the other

hand, technical progress becomes biased when
a more ef� cient skill intensive technology k 5
s is adopted while the old one was k 5 1. In
that case, according to equation (4), the skill
intensity after innovation is larger than the one
before innovation. As already noted, under
our speci� cation technology k 5 s is always
more costly than k 5 1. Indeed, for the same
cost reduction d, under neutral technical
change, production costs are reduced by
[C1(w, q) 2 dC1(w, q)]/C1(w , q) 5 1 2 d
while the cost reduction under biased tech-
nical change from k 5 1 to k 5 s is given
by @C1~w, q! 2 dCs~w, q!#/C1~w, q! 5 1 2

dXw12ss12s 1 q12 s

w1 2 s 1 q12s D1/~12 s!

, 1 2 d. It follows

that neutral technical change is a priori more ef-
� cient than biased technical change. As we will
see, our set of assumptions allows us to focus on
the pure skill-biased technical change effects in-
duced by the threat of future technological
competition.11

C. To Bias or Not to Bias?

Consider now a particular sector i where the
incumbent � rm produces a good with a technol-
ogy indexed by k 5 1. The new monopoly,
owning the last innovation’s patent, chooses the
production technology for good i. Then it prac-
tices limit pricing at the unit cost of the closest
competitor in the sector. Instantaneous pro� ts
on good i depend on the type of technology
(k 5 1, s) used by the new monopoly and its
closest competitor (the former monopoly). Two
cases can emerge:

The � rst case corresponds to a situation
where the two � rms use the same technology
k 5 1. Under limit pricing, cash � ows are
given by: p1 5 1 2 d. Although there is
instantaneous diffusion of information for
technologies of type 1, we assume that intel-
lectual property rights are perfectly protected
and that no technology can be imitated.

11 This aspect, of course, does not deny that in reality,
biased technical change can sometimes be more ef� cient
than neutral technical change. Hence, all our results should
be viewed as additional to what can happen without trade-
induced skill-biased technical change.
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Monopolistic rents of an incumbent � rm can
therefore only be destroyed by further inno-
vation on the technology of that � rm. It fol-
lows that the intertemporal value Vt

1 of a new
monopoly on a type-1 technology depends on
the rate ut at which it can be leapfrogged
through the following Bellman equation:

rV t
1 5 V‚ t

1 1 ~1 2 d! 2 u t V t
1.

The second case corresponds to the situation
where the new monopoly biases its technol-
ogy to the skill-intensive technology k 5 s
while the closest rival uses k 5 1. Instanta-
neous cash � ows are then given by pt

s 5

1 2 d
Cs ~w t , q t !

C1 ~w t , q t !
and, given that technology

k 5 s is not subject to informational spill-
overs (and therefore cannot be leapfrogged at
any time), discounted expected pro� ts Vt

s sat-
isfy the following Bellman equation:

rV t
s 5 V‚ t

s 1 1 2 d
Cs ~w t , q t !

C1 ~w t , q t !
.

Firms will not opt for defensive skill-biased
innovation when Vt

s , Vt
1: all new goods are

produced with technologies of type k 5 1 and
at stays constant. When this condition does not
hold, innovating � rms choose to craft their tech-
nology and to produce with technologiesof type
k 5 s. Hence at, the number of goods produced
with technologies k 5 1 decreases over time as
new goods are produced with sophisticated
technologies of type k 5 s.

As in other Schumpeterian models, we as-
sume that the patent price paid by a � nal sector
� rm to the R&D sector re� ects the expected
discounted monopoly rents that the � rm will
enjoy from the innovation. We assume that in-
novation is governed by a Poisson process and
that the R&D sector uses a sector-speci� c factor
HR. R&D � rms may target their effort on a
particular good, and having an instantaneous
probability of discovery u on one particular
targeted good entails research cost cu with
c . 0.

Given that informational spillovers from the
leading technology are necessary for successful
innovations, and that only technologies of type
k 5 1 can generate these spillovers, R&D labs

will target sectors currently using technology
k 5 1 which have been subject to information
dissemination. By symmetry, the rate of cre-
ative destruction u will be the same for all these
sectors and free entry in the R&D sector ensures
that:

Max
u

$u Max$V t
1, Vt

s% 2 wR cu% 5 0

where wR is the wage rate of researchers. The
R&D resource constraint is given by:

(5) a t cut 5 HR .

The dynamics of a is then:

(6) a‚ t 5 2vutat

with

5 v 5 0 when Vt
1 . V t

s

5 1 when Vt
1 , Vt

s

[ @0, 1# when Vt
1 5 Vt

s

re� ecting the fact that defensive skill-biased
technical change occurs whenever Vt

1 # Vt
s.

D. Labor Markets and Equilibrium Wage
Premium

Let L (resp. H) denote the endowment of
unskilled (resp. skilled) labor, paid at wage w
(resp. q). The aggregate demands for unskilled
and skilled labor are of the form DL(w, q, a)
and DH(w, q, a) and the labor market clearing
conditions at each point in time t are given by
equality between labor demands and labor en-
dowments. It is shown in the Appendix that the
equilibrium wage premium z 5 q/w is easily
obtained from the equality between the relative
demand for skilled workers and the skilled-
labor/unskilled-labor ratio in the economy:

(7)
DH

DL
~ z

~2!

, a
~2!

! 5
H

L

where
DH

DL
~ z, a! can be shown to depend neg-

atively on z and a. From this relationship, the
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wage premium z is a decreasing function of a,
the share of goods on the technology 1, and is
denoted by z(a). It also follows that:

Cs ~w, q!

C1 ~w, q!
5

s1 2 s 1 z~a!1 2 s

1 1 z~a!1 2 s

1/~12 s!

5 ~ a
~2!

!

which is a decreasing function of a. Intuitively,
the larger the fraction a of unskilled-labor-
intensive technologies, the smaller the relative
demand for skilled labor in the economy, lead-
ing to a smaller equilibrium wage premium
z(a). This in turn implies that skilled-labor-
intensive technologies are relatively cheaper to
use than unskilled-labor-intensive technologies.

E. Steady-State Equilibria

The analysis of the steady states of this econ-
omy is quite straightforward.12 In a steady state
a, u, w, q, V1, and Vs are constant. Therefore
V1 5 (1 2 d)/(r 1 u ), and Vs 5 [1 2
d (a)]/r. As a is constant in the steady state,
there should be no skill bias and Vs # V1 holds.
This “no bias” condition is given by:

(8) 1 2 d ~a! #
1 2 d

1 1 u/r
.

One may represent in a straightforward way
the structure of steady-state equilibria in the
plane (u, a). In Figure 1, the “no bias” condition
(8), stated as an equality, de� nes a negative
relationship GG between a and u at the steady
state.13 The region below (resp. above) GG de-
scribes the set of points (u, a) compatible (resp.
not compatible) with the absence of skill bias.
The research resource constraint (5) describes a
curve STR with a negative slope. A steady-state

equilibrium (u*, a*) is then a point below the
no bias frontier GG and located on STR. From
equation (7), we obtain the equilibrium wage
premium z* 5 z(a*).

Various situations are a priori possible.14 In
Figure 1 we restrict ourselves to the most inter-
esting case where a 5 1 cannot be a steady state
(when a 5 1, � rms have an incentive to under-
take defensive skill-biased innovations) and an
interior steady state with a . 0, still exists.15

All points on the STR curve and below the GG
locus are indeed steady states in the sense that if
the economy starts from such a point, it remains
there forever. On the other hand, no point on the
STR curve and above GG can be a steady state:
For such points, the “no bias” condition is
violated.

We are now ready to run various comparative
static experiments and analyze their impact on
defensive skill-biased innovations and the dy-
namics of wage inequality.

12 Though in this simple model, there are only cost-
reducing innovations on technologies of type 1, one may
ensure the existence of interior steady states with a constant
fraction of technologies of type s because of Cobb-Douglas
preferences on the demand side.

13 Intuitively, a higher rate of creative destruction u
increases � rms’ incentives to sophisticate their technologies
and make them more skill intensive. To prevent that from
happening, the relative cost of skilled-labor-intensive tech-
nologies should increase. This is equivalent to an increase in
the equilibrium wage gap z(a), which in turn is obtained by
a lower value of a.

14 When GG is always above STR for all relevant values
of a [ [0, 1] we obtain an uninteresting case where all
initial situations with a0 [ [0, 1] are steady states satisfying
the no-skill-bias condition, and there is no defensive skill-
biased innovation. When, on the other hand, GG is always
below STR, then no point with a . 0 can be a steady state,
and in the long run technologies are all skilled-labor-
intensive.

15 Figure 1 assumes for convenience that GG and STR
intersect only once at (us, as). Again, this is ensured when
HR is large enough. The case with multiple intersections
could be discussed in the same way with appropriate mod-
i� cations. Formally, a suf� cient condition for a unique

intersection is:
1 2 d ~1!

r
.

1 2 d

r 1 HR /c
and HR large

enough.

FIGURE 1. STEADY-STATE EQUILIBRIA IN TECHNOLOGIES

AND INNOVATION
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II. North–North Trade Integration

Let us start with trade integration in a North–
North context. Consider nc similar countries
which are all initially at a steady-state equilib-
rium like point S 5 (a*, u*) in Figure 2 with no
skill-biased technical change.16 Trade integra-
tion between these economies is formally
equivalent to an increase in the size of the
economy from a factor endowment (HR, H, L)
to (ncHR, ncH, ncL).

Figure 2 shows the changes implied by trade
integration. The research resource constraint
STR shifts up to STR9 while the “no bias”
condition schedule GG does not move. Clearly,
for a suf� ciently large number of countries nc
the new curve STR9 intersects GG at some point
S9 with coordinates (u9, a9) such that a* . a9
and u9 . u*.

Given that a is a backward state variable, the
World economy should immediately jump after
integration from S to E9 on STR9 corresponding
to a 5 a*. Now, this point E9 lies above GG and
consequently cannot be a steady state. Hence,
there is some skill-biased technical change and
a decreases. The system moves downwards
along the R&D resource constraint STR9 until it
reaches the intersection point S9 between STR9
and the “no bias” condition GG. Intuitively,
integration intensi� es technological competi-
tion and R&D. That increases the rate of cre-
ative destruction in simple unskilled-intensive
technologies which are easily learned by outsid-

ers. In order to dampen the increased threat of
technological competition, � rms undertake de-
fensive skilled-biased innovations. This reduces
the extent of knowledge spillovers and increases
the skill intensity of the new technologies. As a
consequence, the fraction a of goods produced
with simple unskilled-intensive technologies
monotonically decreases, implying an increase
in the relative demand for skilled labor and a
monotonic increase in the equilibrium wage
premium z(a). This, in turn moves up the rel-

ative cost
Cs ~w, q!

C1 ~w, q!
of skilled-labor-intensive

technologies. The whole transition process of
defensive skill-biased innovation continues un-
til the economy reaches S9. At this point, incen-
tives to bias the direction of technical change
disappear as the gain from reduced technologi-
cal predation is just balanced by the higher
relative cost of using a skilled-labor-intensive
technology.

The consequence of this process for wage
inequality is immediate. As the new steady state
S9 is necessarily associated with a lower value
a9 , a*, the steady-state equilibrium wage
premium z9 5 z(a9) is larger than the initial
level z* 5 z(a*) and wage inequality has
increased in all countries.

One may summarize this discussion by say-
ing that trade integration between a suf�ciently
large number of similar countries induces skill-
biased technical change: it strictly reduces a
and increases the wage gap between skilled and
unskilled workers.17

Additional comments are in order. A � rst
feature is that the process of “trade-induced
technical change” only works along the transi-
tion path. Though we might not observe in-
duced technical bias in the long run, the existing

16 For convenience of exposition, we have chosen S to be
the intersection point between GG and STR (i.e., the interior
steady state with the highest level of a).

17 This result suggests that wage inequality is positively
related to the size of the economy, as empirically illustrated
by Epifani and Gancia (2002). This result however does not
necessarily imply that the growth rate depends positively on
the size of the economy. Indeed, in our framework two
counterbalancing effects are at work. As size increases, the
total amount of researchers increases, and this impacts pos-
itively on growth. On the other hand, because of skill-biased
technical change, the fraction of goods (1 2 a) using a
technology of type s increases, and for these goods the cost
of innovation is larger than for the type-1 goods (in our
simple framework, this cost is in� nite). This second effect
impacts negatively on the growth rate.

FIGURE 2. NORTH–NORTH TRADE INTEGRATION AND

INDUCED SKILL-BIASED TECHNICAL CHANGE
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pattern of trade and wages in that situation
clearly depends on the existence of technical
bias during the transition. This suggests that
empirical analyses looking only at static or
steady-state impacts of trade integration on in-
equalities may actually underestimate the mag-
nitude of the integration effect. Second, coupled
with an increase in the wage premium, “induced
skill-biased technical change” produces a skill
intensity increase at the sectoral level for all
sectors of the economy subject to the process of
defensive skill-biased technical change.

III. North–South Integration

Many discussions on trade and wages have
been framed in the context of North–South
trade. Our framework can easily be extended in
this direction to show that integration between
dissimilar economies is also likely to give rise
to defensive skill-biased innovations. Consider
therefore integration between a northern region
(referred to as the North) and nc southern sim-
ilar countries (referred to as the South). Re-
search occurs only in the North (i.e., there is no
research base HR in the South). The North is
also supposed to be relatively better endowed
with skilled labor than the South. Denoting by
LN, HN, ncLS, ncHS, the levels of unskilled and
skilled labor respectively in the North and the
South, we assume that HN/LN . HS/LS. Wages
(wN, qN, wS, qS) are determined by domestic
labor market clearing conditions. We still de-
note by a the fraction of goods produced under
technology k 5 1 in the World economy.

Integration between the North and the South
brings two speci� cities. First, it is much less
likely that the two regions share the same legal
framework for intellectual property rights pro-
tection than two regions with the same level of
institutional development. In particular, intel-
lectual property rights are certainly less prop-
erly enforced in LDC economies than in
developed industrialized countries. We capture
this aspect by assuming that intellectual prop-
erty rights are fully protected in the North and
are weakly enforced in the South. More pre-
cisely, we assume that in each southern country
and for each patent the probability for property
rights to be correctly enforced is t , 1. Firms
can freely imitate type-1 goods for which there
is immediate spreading of informational exter-

nalities. However, in order to produce the imi-
tated good, they must localize in one of the
southern countries where intellectual property
rights for this patent are not respected. It is then
straightforward that such a country exists with
probability 1 2 tnc. Hence the probability for a
good to be effectively imitated increases with
nc, the number of southern countries. Given that
all goods of type 1 are vulnerable to imitation, a
fraction (1 2 tnc) of these goods is effectively
imitated while the fraction tnc will keep their
monopolistic rents until they are leapfrogged by
a superior technology in the North.

Second, large differences in factor endow-
ments induce different patterns of factor prices
in the two regions.18 As is standard in this type
of Heckscher-Ohlin setup, � rms are free to lo-
calize their production according to unit pro-
duction cost minimization. More precisely,
from the point of view of a new monopoly � rm
holding a patent in the North, instantaneous
pro� ts depend on the adopted technology k and
the location of production (in the North or the
South). In what follows, it will be useful to
denote the minimum unit cost of production at
time t as Ĉkt [ Min{Ck(wt

N, qt
N), Ck(wt

S, qt
S)}

with k [ {1, s}.
Three regimes of specialization are then pos-

sible. The � rst, denoted as regime A, involves
incomplete specialization of the North and com-
plete specialization of the South in type-1
goods. Regime B is a regime of complete spe-
cialization of both regions with the South (resp.
North) specialized in type-1 (resp. type-s)
goods. Finally, there is a third regime (regime
C) symmetric to regime A: incomplete special-
ization of the South and complete specialization
of the North in goods of type s. Despite this
apparently tedious taxonomy, the model contin-
ues to be very simple.19 In the Appendix (cf.,
Lemma 2) we solve for the labor market clear-
ing conditions and show that at the steady state,
the different regimes of specialization only

18 This is always true when HN/LN is large enough
compared to HS/LS. We assume this to be the case in the
sequel of the paper.

19 In regime A: Ĉ1t 5 C1(wt
N, q t

N) 5 C1(wt
S, qt

S) and
Ĉst 5 Cs(wt

N, qt
N) , Cs(wt

S, qt
S); in regime B: Ĉ1t 5

C1(wt
S, q t

S) , C1(wt
N, qt

N) and Ĉst 5 Cs(wt
N, qt

N) ,
Cs(wt

S, qt
S); in regime C: Ĉ1t 5 C1(wt

S, qt
S) , C1(wt

N, q t
N)

and Ĉst 5 Cs(wt
N, qt

N) 5 Cs(wt
S, qt

S).
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depend on the value of a. Indeed there exists a
threshold â such that20: regime A occurs for
a . â, regime C occurs for a , â, and regime
B occurs at a 5 â.

Finally, one can show (cf., Lemma 1 and 3 in
the Appendix) that, as type-s technologies are
more skill intensive than type-1 technologies,
wage premia are still increasing in both regions
when a decreases.

Consider now the � rm’s value functions un-
der the two technologies. At each date t under
limit pricing, monopoly cash � ows can again be
written as pt

1 5 1 2 d for a technology of type
1 and now pt

s 5 1 2 (dĈst/Ĉ1t) for a technol-
ogy of type s. Also, duopoly Bertrand compe-
tition on imitated goods in the South drives
prices down to the unit costs of production and
leads to zero pro� ts. Therefore imitation acts
like a destruction process.

The ex post value Vt
1ni of a technology of

type 1 which has not been imitated is given by:

rV t
1ni 5 V‚ t

1ni 1 ~1 2 d! 2 u t V t
1ni.

Given the imperfection of protection of intellec-
tual property rights in the South, the ex ante
value V1 of a technology of type 1 simply
becomes: Vt

1 5 tncVt
1ni.

As in Section III, the value Vs of a biased
innovation is:

rV t
s 5 V‚ t

s 1 1 2 d
Ĉst

Ĉ1t
.

The R&D resource constraint (5) continues to
hold and equation (6) describes the dynamics of
type-1 technologies.

At the steady state, V1 5 tnc(1 2 d)/(r 1 u )

and V s 5 1 2 d
Ĉs

Ĉ1 ~a! /r. Consequently

the “no bias” condition (8) becomes:

(9) 1 2 d
Ĉs

Ĉ1 ~ a
~2!

! # t nc
~1 2 d!

1 1 u/r

where
Ĉs

Ĉ1 ~a! can be shown to be a decreasing

and continuous function of a (see Lemma 4 in
the Appendix). The structure of stationary states
of the World economy is described by equations
(5) and (9). Graphically, it is represented on
Figure 3 in a way similar to that in Section II
with one additional feature. Because of differ-
ences in factor endowments, long-run patterns
of specialization across regions emerge and
characterize the location of goods produced
with unskilled-labor-intensive and/or skilled-
labor-intensive technologies. Regime A (resp.
C) prevails above (resp. below) the � at line a 5
â. Figure 3 shows a situation such that, along
the R&D constraint STR, depending on the
value of a, both types of specialization regimes
can be steady states without skill-biased
innovations.

Insights regarding the North–South context
can be obtained by simple comparative statics
on nc, the number of integrating southern coun-
tries. Start in Figure 4 from a World steady state
at S 5 (u*, a*) in a specialization regime A
(incomplete specialization of the North and
complete specialization of the South in type-1

20 It may seem strange that the complete specialization
regime for both regions (regime B) occurs only in the
degenerate case where a 5 â. This comes from the fact that
as type-s technologies are never leapfrogged in this model,
their closest rival is a technology of type 1, which can
always be produced in the South. Limit pricing at the
marginal production cost of that closest rival implies that, in
the regime of complete specialization for both regions, the
demand for unskilled labor in the North does not depend on
the unskilled labor wage wN in the North [see equation
(A12) in the Appendix]. As unskilled labor supply LN is
inelastic, the market clearing condition for unskilled labor
in the North can therefore only hold for a given value a 5
â of fraction of goods of type 1 in the World economy.

FIGURE 3. STEADY-STATE EQUILIBRIA AND

SPECIALIZATION PATTERNS
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goods). Consider then an increase in nc. As
discussed above, this increases the rate of effec-
tive imitation (1 2 tnc). Indeed, with more
southern countries with weak legal institutions
integrating into the World economy, effective
protection of intellectual property rights de-
creases signi� cantly and imitation by delocal-
ized � rms in such countries becomes easier.

Graphically, with an increase in nc, the “no
bias” curve shifts downward from GG to G9G9.
When the shift in nc is large enough, getting
back to a new steady state at S9 requires a
decrease in a, the fraction of type-1 technolo-
gies: this means defensive skill-biased technical
change along the transition path.

Simple algebra (see Lemma 2 in the Appen-
dix) also shows that the frontier of specializa-
tion â shifts up as nc increases.21 In Figure
4, the shift in nc is large enough for the new
steady state S9 to lie below the new specializa-
tion frontier â9, though the initial steady state S
was above â. During the transition process,
defensive skill-biased technical change is ac-
companied by a shift of specialization from
regime A to regime C.

The impact on wage inequalities in the two
regions can then easily be deduced. First notice
that, as long as one region remains completely
specialized in one type of goods, its wage pre-
mium is pinned down by its relative factor en-

dowment H/L and therefore remains constant.
On the other hand, when a region is incom-
pletely specialized, a fall in a implies an up-
ward shift of its domestic relative skilled/
unskilled labor demand, leading to an increase
in its equilibrium wage premium. It follows that
in regime A during the transition, the wage
premium in the North zN 5 qN/wN increases
while that of the South zS 5 qS/wS remains
constant. With skill-biased technical change, a
goes down and eventually crosses the new
threshold â9. The World economy then enters
regime C. The wage gap therefore starts to
increase in the South while it remains constant
in the North. In the end, at the new steady state
S9, the steady-state value of the wage premium
has increased in both regions.

This requires a number of comments. First, as
in the North–North context, defensive skill bias
works only along the transition path of the econ-
omy. Second, this is coupled with an increase in
the wage premium in both regions. Last, as in
the North–North context, this is associated with
skill-intensity increase at the sectoral level for
all sectors subject to the process of defensive
skill-biased technical change.22 Interestingly,
this process is now accompanied by specializa-
tion shifting and technical upgrading of the
South from less skill-intensive technologies to
more skill-intensive technologies. Of course,
with only two types of technologies, the process
is quite extreme. With more types of technolo-
gies, skill upgrading may however follow sev-
eral steps and be more pronounced.23 While
other explanations can certainly be given for the
shifting structure of comparative advantage of
the South, our framework presents an additional
channel which is consistent with an increase in
inequalities in both regions.24

Finally, it has often been argued that North–
South trade cannot explain the increase in in-
equality in the North because trade volumes
between the two regions are not large enough to
explain factor price movements (Krugman,

21 The underlying intuition for this result is common to
all two-country models. A larger value of nc induces an
increase in the absolute size of the South with respect to the
North. As a consequence this reduces [â, 1], the subsets of
equilibria where the South is completely specialized (and
when nc becomes in� nite a converges to 1).

22 This is so only for these sectors because of our as-
sumption that neutral technical change is a priori more
ef� cient than skilled-bias technical change in autarky.

23 See Thoenig and Verdier (2000) for such an analysis
with a continuum of technologies.

24 See for instance Bela Balassa (1979) or Leamer (1984)
for alternative explanations.

FIGURE 4. NORTH–SOUTH TRADE INTEGRATION AND
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2000). In a model of trade-induced technical
change in which the factor content of trade is
still the main mechanism, Acemoglu (1999)
showed that the magnitude of trade effects on
inequality could be substantially larger, though
still short of explaining the empirically ob-
served variations in factor prices. It is worth
noticing that in our present framework, what
triggers an increase in the wage premium in
both regions is not the importance of trade vol-
umes or variations in goods prices but the de-
gree of transferability of information across
� rms and the intensity of imitation and tech-
nological competition.25 This suggests that
“induced technical bias” between trading econ-
omies with different intellectual property right
protection systems may generate larger wage
premia effects than those usually implied by
variations of trade penetration ratios between
northern and southern regions.

IV. Empirical Evidence

In this section we provide some evidence
supporting the mechanisms of skill-biased de-
fensive innovation.

A. Case Studies

First, there is a body of suggestive evidence,
composed of case studies and newspaper arti-
cles on particular � rms, industries and coun-
tries, which has emphasized the importance of
defensive innovation in coping with increasing

international pressure.26 For example, Kurt
Hoffman and Raphael Kaplinsky (1988) con-
sider the restructuring of U.S. and European
automobile industries in response to increased
Japanese competition in the 1970’s. Relying on
various case studies, they show that a major
strategy for U.S. � rms was to develop compre-
hensive innovation programs aimed at making
their product closer to their � nal market.
Whereas until the mid-1970’s capital and R&D
expenditures for U.S. auto � rms had been run-
ning at well below $5 billion a year, they sub-
sequently rose sharply, exceeding $10 billion
annually between 1979–1982, and reaching a
record level of more than $11 billion in 1984
and 1985. Moreover, diminishing competitive-
ness pushed these industries to reinforce the
pace of adoption of electronic components
(such as microprocessor-based powertrain con-
trol systems) and to use new, highly durable
materials such as plastics, ceramics, aluminum,
and composite material. Finally these com-
petitive pressures triggered “the search for pro-
ductivity improvements via new assembly
techniques based around new design concepts
and the use of large scale molded structures in
order to reduce labor input in � nal assembly”
(Hoffman and Kaplinsky, 1988, p. 126).

The case of the automobile industry can be
interpreted as a technological response by
northern � rms (the United States and Europe) to
increased international competition from other
northern � rms (Japan). An example more di-
rectly related to North–South trade competition
is the case of the North American clothing in-
dustry. Facing � erce competition from LDCs in
the 1970’s, this industry went through important
restructuring, relying on technological improve-
ments and a general move toward high-quality
clothes and new, high-tech textiles. The story is
similar to the automobile experience and again
suggests some defensive skill-biased innova-
tions on the part of northern � rms (for a detailed
study, see North-South Institute, 1989).

B. Empirical Evidence

While case studies may provide suggestive
evidence consistent with the existence of defen-

25 A simple way to see this is to imagine, in our frame-
work, the size of each southern country (HS, LS) to become
very small, keeping constant the ratio HS/LS. For a given
value of nc, it is simple to see that at the limit, the World
economy becomes close to an autarkic northern region with
very little trade between North and South (as a proportion of
North output). Consider then equation (9), the “no bias”
condition in the North–South context. The right-hand side
(RHS) of (9) gets close to 1 2 d (a), the RHS of equation
(8) which stands for the “no bias” condition in an autarkic
northern region. The left-hand side (LHS) of (9) on the other
hand does not depend on the size (HS, LS) of a southern
country. It follows that an incremental change in nc the
number of small southern countries, still has an impact on
the North–South “no bias” condition (9) through the term
tnc. The associated threat of imitation, resulting from an
additional negligible southern country, may trigger a pro-
cess of induced skill-biased technical change and still affect
factor prices at least in the North. 26 See Wood (1994, p. 161) for a rich set of references.
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sive skill-biased innovation, � nding a direct sta-
tistic for defensive innovations seems dif� cult
as this would require data on the nature and the
type of innovations developed at the � rm level.
This exercise is beyond the scope of the present
paper. Rather, we conclude this section by pro-
viding some empirical support for an important
prediction of the model, namely the correlation
between foreign competition and the share of
skilled workers within the � rm.

An increase in international competitive pres-
sures should induce domestic � rms to adopt
defensive innovations in order to escape future
predation (imitation or leapfrogging). Accord-
ing to the model, these defensive innovations
should be biased toward skilled workers. More-
over, it is important to note that from the � rm’s
point of view, what is relevant here is the threat
of predation and not only effective competition.
Hence, we should observe that � rms reinforce
the share of skilled workers when their environ-
ment becomes more exposed to international
competition even if these � rms do not partici-
pate effectively in international trade (through
export or import).

In order to investigate this issue, we use data
from Eric Maurin et al. (2002). These are de-
rived from the combination of French Customs’
data and two administrative datasets (Enquête
sur la Structure des Emplois and Béné� ces In-
dustriels et Commerciaux) handling an unbal-
anced panel of French manufacturing � rms with
over 20 employees. On average, there are 3,000
observations per year over the 1986–1992 pe-
riod. Information is provided on (a) total sales at
the � rm and industry level, (b) employment
structure by skill at the � rm level, (c) whether
the � rm exports part of its production and im-
ports part of its intermediate consumption, and
(d) exports and imports of directly substitutable
goods at the industry level.

As an empirical proxy for the threat of pre-
dation we consider the degree of openness of
the 2-digit industry the � rm belongs to. Accord-
ingly, we restrict our study to nonoligopolistic
(2-digit) sectors with more than 100 � rms27 and
we de� ne openness as the sum of exports and

imports in substitutable competitive � nal goods
divided by the total output of the sector. More-
over, our dependent variable, skill, corresponds
to the ratio of skilled over unskilled workers in
the � rm.28 As we use openness, an industry
level variable in a � rm-level regression, we
correct all the standard errors for clustering
effects (Brent R. Moulton, 1986). In Table 1, re-
gression (1) shows a positive correlation be-
tween skill and openness: the more open to
international trade an industry is, the more skill
intensive are the � rms of this industry. This
result supports the predictions of our theory.
However this correlation could also be ex-
plained by competitive theories.

First, in relatively open industries, � rms im-
port a large share of their intermediate inputs.
As illustrated in Feenstra and Hanson (1999),
� rms substitute these imports for their unskilled
workers so that importing � rms usually exhibit
a larger share of skilled workers in their work-
force. In regression (2) we control for this
mechanism by including a dummy variable
1IMP (resp. 1EXP) for � rms which participate in
international trade through imports of inputs
(resp. exports of outputs). Robustness of our
result illustrates in some sense the fact that skill
upgrading is sensitive to the degree of compe-
tition in the � rm’s environment even when the
� rm does not participate directly in trade.29

Second, this result could be a direct conse-
quence of � rms’ unobserved characteristics. For
example, it could be the case that relatively
skill-intensive products and technologies corre-
spond to French comparative advantage in in-
ternational trade. In that case, we should
observe a positive correlation between skill and
openness. Regression (3), in Table 1, explicitly
addresses this issue by introducing � rm-level
� xed effects in order to purge this mechanism.
The positive impact of openness on skill is still
robust to that speci� cation.

Third, there is still a potential endogeneity

27 The results are robust to changes in the values of this
threshold (for example estimations with industries larger
than 500 � rms).

28 We do not deal with wage bills because wages at the
� rm level are not available in our dataset. However, we
control hereafter for � rm-level � xed effects and year effects.
This enables us to control for some of the unobserved wage
heterogeneity.

29 We can also restrict the estimations to the subsample
of � rms which neither export nor import. In this case the
result (not reported) is still robust.
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problem in all the previous regressions. Con-
sider for instance an exogenous spread of a new
technology at the sector level (i.e., not caused
by international competitive pressure). If this
technology is skill biased, � rms will increase
the share of skilled workers among their work-
force. At the same time, the introduction of this
technology will increase the average productiv-
ity, and the competitiveness of the sector, and
consequently the degree of openness should be
affected. As we have no technological variable
in our regressions, there is an endogeneity prob-
lem. Our solution is to instrument the degree of
openness by prices such as transport costs and
exchange rates at the industry level. For this
purpose we consider three types of instruments:
(1) an industry-level measurement of the effec-
tive nominal exchange rate. This variable cor-
responds to the geometric mean of the
contemporary French franc value of the deut-
schmark and the dollar weighted respectively
by the industry’s proportion of exports (a) to the
European Union and (b) outside the European
Union, in 1986; (2) the proportion of transport
expenditure in the sector’s sales as reported in
the national accounts; and (3) the industry price
of transport expenditure divided by the indus-
try’s production price, again taken from the
national accounts. The presumption is that those

variables affect openness without signi� cantly
impacting skill, the technological environment
of the � rm. Regression (3) shows that the effect
of foreign competition on the share of skilled
workers is robust to this instrumentation.

Finally, our model predicts that skill bias is
induced by an increase in predation and in the
dynamic process of creative destruction. In con-
trast, an increase in the degree of “static” com-
petition (in terms of price or quantity) is not
expected to induce skill bias. In order to test
this, we consider the Her� ndahl index, HHI,
which measures the degree of domestic concen-
tration at the industry level. Table 2 performs
the same regressions as Table 1 except that we
include now both openness and HHI. The pos-
itive effect of openness on skill is preserved.
Concerning the impact of the Her� ndahl index,
HHI, the results suggest that HHI is negatively
correlated with skill. Indeed a larger HHI re-
� ects a decrease in competition and, in line with
our theory, this induces less skill-biased defen-
sive innovations. However, as can be seen in
regressions (2) and (3) of Table 2, the effect of
HHI is not robust to the use of � rm-level � xed
effects and instrumentation. This � nding sug-
gests that a change in HHI may capture more a
change in static “oligopolist” competition than
in the intensity of dynamic predation.

TABLE 1—DEGREE OF OPENNESS AND SHARE OF SKILLED WORKERS

Independent variable

Dependent variable: Skill

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Openness 0.07 0.058 0.033 0.055
(0.01) (0.012) (0.018) (0.022)

1IMP 0.035 0.0004 0.002
(0.004) (0.001) (0.002)

1EXP — 0.039 0.0007 20.0006
(0.004) (0.001) (0.002)

Year dummies yes yes yes yes
Firm-level � xed effects no no yes yes
Instrumental variables no no no yes
Sargan test (P) 0.81
R2 0.01 0.04 0.94 0.96
Number of observations 16,430 16,430 16,430 13,098

Notes: Skill is the ratio of skilled workers to unskilled workers in each � rm. Openness is the
degree of openness at the (2-digit) industry level. 1EXP and 1IMP are dummy variables for
exporting and importing � rms. Models (1) and (2) present results from OLS estimation.
Model (3) includes � rm-level � xed effects. Model (4) is a 2SLS regression taking as
instrumental variables: the lagged (by 1, 2 periods) values of industry real exchange rates,
transport expenditure, and relative transport prices. All standard errors (adjusted for clustering
on openness) are in parentheses.
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V. Conclusion

In this paper, we presented a dynamic general-
equilibrium model of trade and innovation to
investigate the mechanism of defensive innova-
tion and its implications on the dynamics of
wage inequalities in integrating regions. Our
model incorporates the possibility of endoge-
nous technical change and emphasizes the
emergence of technical bias as an optimal re-
sponse by � rms to the problem of antici-
pated predation on their monopoly rents. We
investigated the implications of this “nonprice”
mechanism in the two different contexts of
North–North and North–South trade. In both
cases, we obtained an increase of the wage
premium in both integrating regions. Also, we
presented some empirical evidence for one main
implication of defensive skill-biased innova-
tions, namely the correlation between the threat
of foreign competition and the share of skilled
workers at the � rm level.

Clearly, several extensions could be pursued
in future research. To simplify our argument as
much as possible, we made a number of as-
sumptions which downplay the potential impact
of trade-induced technical bias on the dynamics
of wages and specialization. First, it was as-
sumed that skill-biased technical change was a
priori less ef� cient than neutral technical
change. Second, for most of the dynamic anal-
ysis, we considered marginal technical bias pos-
sibilities. Also, we only discussed the case of
two production technologies with the sophisti-
cated technology being completely sheltered
from technological predation. Relaxing each of
these assumptions would strengthen and am-
plify the effect of defensive innovations on
technical change and wages.

Introducing endogenous imitation in the
North–South context could also be interest-
ing. One may expect, for instance, the rate of
imitation by southern � rms to depend nega-
tively on sectoral skill intensity (as more
skill-intensive technologies are more costly to
use in the South). This extension could then
actually combine both insights from the
North–South and the North–North trade mod-
els. Endogenous imitation in the South will be
very similar to leapfrogging in the North–
North context and � rms will have additional
incentives to develop skill-biased innovations
to protect their product from imitation by the
South.

Finally, by showing that Wood’s intuition on
trade-induced technical bias can be put into
consistent theoretical terms, this paper has em-
phasized more generally the potential impor-
tance of “nonprice” effects of trade on factor
prices and the dynamic nonseparability of tech-
nology and trade. Suggestive evidence consis-
tent with the existence of defensive skill-biased
innovations has been brought up but clearly
more systematic empirical work on trade “non-
price” effects is crucially needed to get a better
understanding of the impact of trade on the
recent pattern of wage inequalities in industri-
alized and developing countries.

TABLE 2—PREDATION AND PRICE EFFECTS

Independent variable

Dependent variable: Skill

(1) (2) (3)

Openness 0.076 0.033 0.066
(0.016) (0.018) (0.025)

HHI 20.44 20.074 20.144
(0.181) (0.162) (0.262)

Year dummies yes yes yes
Firm-level � xed effects no yes yes
Instrumental variables no no yes
Sargan test (P) 0.43
R2 0.04 0.94 0.96
Number of observations 16,430 16,430 13,098

Notes: Skill is the ratio of skilled workers to unskilled
workers in each � rm. Openness is the degree of openness at
the (2-digit) industry level. HHI is the Her� ndahl index at
the industry level. Each regression includes a dummy vari-
able for exporting and importing � rms. Model (1) presents
results from OLS estimation. Model (2) includes � rm-level
� xed effects. Model (3) is a 2SLS regression taking as
instrumental variables: the lagged (by 1, 2 periods) values of
HHI, industry real exchange rates, transport expenditure,
and relative transport prices. All standard errors (adjusted
for clustering on openness and HHI) are in parentheses.
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APPENDIX: LABOR MARKET EQUILIBRIUM

In this Appendix we study the labor market clearing conditions in order to establish the validity
of equation (7). The whole analysis is valid at the steady state and all along the transition path.

Benchmark Case: North–North Trade

Technologies of production k [ {1, s] are given by equation (2) and Ck; the detrended cost
function is given by (3). For each technology k, skilled and unskilled labor demand functions are:
dkH(w, q) 5 q2 sAt

2 1[Ck(w, q)]sx(i) and dkL(w, q) 5 k12 sAt
21w2 s[Ck(w, q)]sx(i) where x(i)

is the demand for good i, (w, q) are unskilled and skilled labor wages, At is the technology
parameter which diminishes after each innovation. From (1) we know that x(i) 5 1/p(i) where p(i)
is the monopoly price. Under limit pricing we thus know that p(i) is the unit cost of production of
the second best product in line. Hence:

(1) For type-1 goods: Firms’ labor demands are given by

(A1) dH
1m 5 dq2s@C1 ~w , q!#s 2 1

(A19) dL
1m 5 dw2s@C1 ~w, q!#s 2 1.

(2) For type-s goods: For these goods � rms produce with technology s whereas their former
competitors use technology 1. Hence the unit cost of production of the closest rival is C1(w, q)/d.
The � rm’s factor demands are then given by:

(A2) dH
sm 5 dq2s

@C s ~w , q!#s

C1 ~w , q!

(A29) dL
sm 5 ds1 2 sw2s

@C s ~w, q!#s

C1 ~w, q!
.

At the country level relative demand for skilled labor is then obtained by aggregating (A1)–
(A19)–(A2)–(A29) on the whole continuum of industries. Noting that a share a (resp. 1 2 a) of the
continuum uses technology 1 (resp. s) and reminding equations (3), (A1)–(A29) we get:

(A3)
DH

DL
~a, z! 5

adH
1m 1 ~1 2 a!dH

sm

adL
1m 1 ~1 2 a!dL

sm

5 z2s

a 1 ~1 2 a!
s1 2 s 1 z1 2 s

1 1 z1 2 s

s/~1 2 s!

a 1 ~1 2 a!s1 2 s
s1 2 s 1 z1 2 s

1 1 z1 2 s

s/~1 2 s!

where z [ q/w. From this last equation we get the labor market clearing condition (7) with

X DH

DL
D /a , 0 and X DH

DL
D / z , 0.

The Case with Imitation: North–South Trade

Labor demands at the � rm level are basically similar to the previous case except that we now have
to take into account two things. First, due to regime of specialization wages and unit costs of
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production are different in the North and the South: Therefore demands (A1)–(A29) keep the same
analytical form but the unit cost of production Ck is now replaced by Ĉk [ Min{Ck(w

N, qN), Ck(w
S,

qS)} because � rms can localize their production with respect to the North vs. South comparative
advantage structure. Secondly, due to property rights’ imperfect enforcement, an amount b of type-1
good is imitated where b 5 (1 2 tnc)a. For imitated goods, there is a duopoly regime à la Bertrand,
such that p(i), the duopoly price, is the unit cost of production. Hence labor demands for imitated
goods are simply given by:

(A4) dH
1d 5 d21dH

1m

(A49) dL
1d 5 d21dL

1m.

Hereafter we look at steady-state equilibria. For the ease of exposition we call regime A the
equilibrium of North incomplete specialization in type-1 goods, regime B the equilibrium of
complete specialization and regime C the equilibrium of South incomplete specialization in type-s
goods.

Characterizationof Regime A.—In this regime the costs of production for type-1 goods are similar
in North and South, so that we have:

(A5) wN z @1 1 ~zN!1 2 s#1/~1 2 s! 5 wS z @1 1 ~zS!1 2 s#1/~1 2 s!

where zi [ qi/wi stands for the wage premium in country i. For type-1 goods: an amount b are
imitated and produced in the South, z(a 2 b) are produced in the North and (1 2 z)(a 2 b) are
produced in the South under a monopoly regime where z [ [0, 1]. Moreover there are (1 2 a) goods
of type s which are produced in the North. Aggregating � rm-level labor demands (A1)–(A29), and
(A4)–(A49) we obtain four labor market clearing conditions which can be written:

(A6)
HN

LN 5 ~zN!2s 3
aztn c@1 1 ~zN!1 2 s#s/~1 2 s! 1 ~1 2 a!@s1 2 s 1 ~zN!1 2 s#s /~1 2 s!

aztnc@1 1 ~zN!1 2 s#s/~1 2 s! 1 ~1 2 a!s1 2 s@s1 2 s 1 ~zN!1 2 s#s/~1 2 s !

(A7) HS/LS 5 ~zS!2s

(A8) LN 5 azt nc
d

wN@1 1 ~zN!1 2 s#
1 ~1 2 a!ds1 2 s

@s1 2 s 1 ~zN!1 2 s#s /~1 2 s!

wS@1 1 ~zS!1 2 s#1/~1 2 s !

(A9) nc LS 5 a$1 2 tn c@1 2 d~1 2 z!#%
1

wS@1 1 ~zS!1 2 s#
.

For a given a the equilibrium is given by the system of equations (A5)–(A6)–(A7)–(A8)–(A9) and
the � ve endogenous variables (wS, zS, wN, zN, z). By totally differentiating this system with respect
to a and using a Cramer’s rule argument, we may show the following unambiguous results (the
details of these computations are available from the author):

LEMMA 1: In regime A:
dz

da
. 0,

dzN

da
, 0,

dzS

da
5 0.

Characterization of Regime B.—The regime of complete specialization is similar to the previous
one except that unit costs for type-1 goods are no longer equalized: as a consequence the amount z
of type-1 good produced in the North is null. So the set of equations characterizing regime B
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equilibria can be obtained from the previous system of equations (A6)–(A9) by setting z 5 0 and
relaxing the equality (A5) to a strict inequality. At equilibrium there are four equations and four
endogenous variables (wS, zS, wN, zN). We thus obtain:

(A10) HN/LN 5 ss 2 1~zN!2s

(A11) HS/LS 5 ~zS!2s

(A12) LN 5 ~1 2 a!ds1 2 s
@s1 2 s 1 ~zN!1 2 s#s /~1 2 s!

wS@1 1 ~zS!1 2 s#1/~1 2 s !

(A13) nc LS 5 a$1 2 tn c@1 2 d#%
1

wS@1 1 ~zS!1 2 s#
.

Dividing (A13) by (A12) and using (A10)–(A11) we have:

(A14)
nc LS

LN 5 dss 2 1
s1 2 s 1 s1 2 sHN/LN

1 1 HS/LS

s /~1 2 s!

3
a

1 2 a
@1 2 tn c~1 2 d!# .

In (A14) the only endogenous variable is a. As this equation must always hold in regime B we can
conclude that (A14) characterizes the only value â which is compatible with regime B. Moreover
differentiating (A14) with respect to a and nc shows that â is increasing in nc. And from Lemma
1 we know that z is increasing with a. As z 5 0 for a 5 â we see that regime A occurs only when
a . â.

The analysis of regime C is symmetric to that for regime A except that now z represents the share
of type-s goods produced in the South. To sum up, we have:

LEMMA 2: Regime B occurs only for a 5 â where â is characterized by equation (A14) and
â/nc . 0. For a . â, the economy is in regime A. Symmetrically for a , â the economy is in
regime C.

LEMMA 3: In regime C,
dzS

da
, 0,

dzN

da
5 0.

Finally consider condition (9). In regime A:
Ĉs

Ĉ1 ~a! 5
s1 2 s 1 ~ zN!1 2 s

1 1 ~ zN!1 2 s

1/~1 2 s!

. From Lemma

1, we conclude that
Ĉ s

Ĉ1 ~a! is decreasing with respect to a in regime A. In regime C:
Ĉ s

Ĉ1 ~a! 5

s12 s 1 ~zS!12s

1 1 ~zS!12s

1/~1 2s!

. From Lemma 3, we conclude that
Ĉ s

Ĉ1 ~a! is decreasingwith respect to a in regime

C. As discussed previously, the case of regime B is a limit case between regime A and C. Hence the

function
Ĉ s

Ĉ1 ~a! is continuous in â. Consequently we can state:

LEMMA 4:
Ĉs

Ĉ1 ~a! is a continuous decreasing function with respect to a.
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